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Changing Life: Sanctification without Shame 
Week 2: The Dynamics of Sin 

 
Heaven have mercy on us all — Presbyterians and Pagans alike — for we are all somehow dreadfully cracked about the head, and 

sadly need mending. 
 Herman Melville, Moby-Dick: or, The Whale 

Previously: 
Week 1: The Image of God, the Image of Christ April 12: Freedom & Obedience 

Ahead:       April 19: Temptation, Trials, & Perseverance 
April 5: no class (Easter)    April 26: Ordinary Means of Extraordinary Grace 

 

Review: 
1. Humanity made for God’s glory (image of God) 
2. Two major aspects of being transformed into Christ: putting off (dying) to the old self, putting on (living 

into) the new self 
3. Imagination – keeping it captured by Christ 

 
The Lost Language of Sin 

1. A disenchanted world 
2. Perfectibility & social ideologies 

And now we are witnessing a transformation.  A true opium of the people is a belief in nothingness after death – the huge solace of 
thinking that our betrayals, greed, cowardice, murders are not going to be judged…[but] all religions recognize that our deeds 
are imperishable. 

 Czeslaw Milosz, “The Discreet Charms of Nihilism” 

 
Covenant Breakdown (Genesis 3) 

1. The origin story 
a. Act – internal & external 
b. Consequences 

1) Representative condition 
2) Judicial declaration – condemnation 
3) Judicial enactment – death 

2. Relationality of sin 
a. Spiritual 
b. Psychological 
c. Sociological 
d. Ecological 

3. Idolatry & Image (cf. Romans 1:18-32) 
a. Becoming like what we worship (cf. Psalm 115:4-8; 135:15-18; Jeremiah 2:5-13; Ezekiel 14:1-11) 
b. Sin as a worship disorder 

 
Relationality of the Law (Psalm 19 & 119) 

1. Reflecting the character of God (cf. Leviticus 19:2; 1 Peter 1:14-16) – truth, goodness, beauty? 
2. Side note: 3 kinds of OT law 

a. Ceremonial – fulfilled in Christ, symbols & types seen fully in Christ 
b. Civil – fulfilled in Christ, theocratic state gives way to the Kingdom of God (already, not-yet)  
c. Moral – fulfilled in Christ’s obedience, yet on-going in 3 uses: 

1) Civic – general guide for society 
2) Pedagogical – driving us to Christ! 
3) Normative – general shape of Christian obedience 

The word sinner is a theological designation.  It is essential to 
insist on this.  It is not a moralistic judgment.  It is not a word 
that places humans somewhere along a continuum ranging 
from angel to ape, assessing them as relatively “good” or 
“bad.”  It designates humans in relation to God and sees 
them separated from God.  Sinner means something is awry 
between humans and God.  In that state people may be 
wicked, unhappy, anxious, and poor.  Or, they may be 
virtuous, happy, and affluent.  Those items are not part of 
the judgment.  The theological fact is that humans are not 
close to God and are not serving God. 

 Eugene H. Peterson, The Contemplative Pastor 
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The Movement of Sin (Galatians 5:16-26; Ephesians 4:17-24) 
1. Source: the heart (Genesis 6:5; Jeremiah 17:9; Matthew 15:1-

20 / Mark 7:1-23) 
2. Desire 
3. Action 
4. Feedback loops… 

Like most North Americans of his generation, Hal tends to know way less about 
why he feels certain ways about the objects and pursuits he’s devoted to than 
he does about the objects and pursuits themselves. 

 David Foster Wallace, Infinite Jest 
[T]he reason why a natural man is not always perpetually in the pursuit of some 

one lust, night and day, is because he has many to serve, every one crying to 
be satisfied; thence he is carried on with great variety, but still in general he 
lies toward the satisfaction of self. 

 John Owen, “On the Mortification of Sin in Believers” 

 
Identifying Sin (Romans 7:7-25) 

1. Recognizing symptoms: noting actions & utilizing the law 
2. Diagnosing the sickness: moving into desires & old self 
3. Assessing the severity: looking at your “good”, permissible actions in light of false  identity & 

disordered desires 
 
Divine Treatment (2 Corinthians 5:16-21): A New Creation 

1. Faith & repentance 
2. Deeper dependence, not greater independence 

The paradox of spiritual growth is that as faith deepens and brings with it new levels of joy and assurance, so also repentance 
deepens, bringing ever more profound an awareness of our need of Christ.  The purpose of God is clear.  The more we sense our 
need the more we shall find our need met in Christ.  The more we find our need met in Christ the nearer we will come to him.  
The nearer we come to him the more we will discover our hearts saying: ‘If you should mark my sins, Lord, I could not stand.  But 
there is forgiveness with you that you may be feared.’ 

 Sinclair B. Ferguson, The Christian Life 
Never was sin seen to be more abominably sinful and full of provocation than when the burden of it was upon the shoulders of the 

Son of God. 
 John Owen, Communion with the Triune God 

 
 

Practical Assignments: 
1. Memorize 2 Corinthians 5:17 and 21. 
2. Write down the occasions that you’ve explicitly broken the law in the past week, and see what patterns 

you can identify in the desires/motives. How are those rooted in the flesh? 
3. Spend time meditating and praying specifically about the truth of your real identity in Christ. As you 

notice those old desires taking hold, remind yourself who you are. 
 
Recommended Resources: 
G. K. Beale, We Become What We Worship: A Biblical Theology of Idolatry (IVP, 2008) 
Timothy Keller, Counterfeit Gods: The Empty Promises of Money, Sex, and Power, and the Only Hope That 

Matters (Dutton, 2009) 
John Owen, ‘Of the Mortification of Sin in Believers’ in Overcoming Sin & Temptation: Three Classic Works by 

John Owen, ed. Kelly M. Kapic & Justin Taylor (1656; repr. Crossway, 2006) 
Cornelius Plantinga, Not the Way It's Supposed to Be: A Breviary of Sin (Eerdmans, 1995) 


